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   HR-700 

Warning, this is a highly corrosive product, you must
use personal protective equipment at all times.

** ALWAYS READ THE MSDS SHEET **

Murakami 700 Haze / Ghost Remover is a caustic, water soluble paste haze 
remover.  HR-700 is specifically formulated for use with all types of inks on all types 
of mesh. HR-700 is highly caustic. Workers must wear the following protective 
safety equipment: Saftey goggles, acid resistant long sleeve gloves, rubber 
apron, rubber boots.  Do not allow chemistry to make contact with skin, eyes, 
or clothing.  Failure to follow these guidelines may result in serious injury.

    Strong cleaning action on difficult mesh stains and ghost images. 
    Fast acting ghost remover, leave on mesh no longer than 5 minutes. 
    Highly concentrated, rinses off with water.  
    Thick viscosity allows gel to cling to ghost image areas needing to be cleaned.

Remove the emulsion from the screen with either Murakami ER-601 or ER-605. Use 
brush with handle to apply HR-700 to both sides of the screen. Use the brush or soft pad 
to scrub all areas of the ghost image or haze.

Allow HR-700 to remain on the screen for no more than 5 minutes to avoid damaging the 
mesh. Thoroughly rinse the screen with a high volume water rinse.  Avoid splashing 
HR-700 onto clothes or exposed skin areas.  When excess HR-700 has been rinsed off, 
use the pressure washer to remove the remaining ghost image from the mesh.   

IMPORTANT:  Technical data herein is believed to be accurate.  It is offered for your consideration, 
investigation, and verification.  Buyer assumes all risk of use, storage, and handling of the product.
No warranty, express or implied is made, including but not limited to, implied warranties of merchant-
ability and fitness for a particular purpose.  Nothing contained herein shall be considered
as a license to operate under, or recommendation to infringe any patents.

  MURAKAMI 
MURAKAMI SCREEN USA, INC. 745 Monterey Pass Rd. Monterey Park, CA 91754

TEL: 323.980.0662, FAX: 323.980.0659 www.murakamiscreen.com
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